€ 12.085,-

Merk:
Prijs:
Lengte:
Breedte:
Romp materiaal:
Bouwjaar:

JetSurf
€ 12.085,1.8 m
0.6 m
other

Bedrijf:
Adres:
Tel :
Website:

HOLLAND SPORT BOAT CENTRE B.
ZUIDERZEEWEG 2
1095 KG AMSTERDAM
0206947527
www.hollandsport.nl

Omschrijving
Making a long distance JETSURF trip has never been easier.
Making a long distance JETSURF trip has never been easier. Make
it a superb adventure with the JETSURF ADVENTURE DFI, which
introduces a couple of brand new features. A higher level of
independence will be secured by a specially - designed rack in the
front part of the board. Additional equipment to make your
journey more enjoyable can be carried in a specially designed
duffel, or just put additional fuel can onboard and enjoy cruising
time of up to 3 hours. The 2019 JETSURF ADVENTURE is
equipped with a DFI low emission impact engine.

CONTROL SPEED AND BALANCE IN YOUR HAND
Acceleration, speed, balance, - it&rsquo;s all in your hand. The
JETSURF control handle serves for starting the board, throttle
acceleration and makes a good stability point at any stage of your
riding level.
SAFETY FIRST

Basisinformatie
Merk :

Jetsurf

Type :

Adventure Dfi

Lengte (m) :

1.80

Breedte (m) :

0.60

Diepgang (m) :

0.10

Staat van onderhoud :

Nieuw

Modeljaar :

2021

Prijs :

12.085,-

Valuta :

Eur

BTW :

Paid

Volledige Omschrijving
Making a long distance JETSURF trip has never been
easier.
Making a long distance JETSURF trip has never been
easier. Make it a superb adventure with the JETSURF
ADVENTURE DFI, which introduces a couple of brand
new features. A higher level of independence will be
secured by a specially - designed rack in the front part
of the board. Additional equipment to make your
journey more enjoyable can be carried in a specially
designed duffel, or just put additional fuel can onboard
and enjoy cruising time of up to 3 hours. The 2019
JETSURF ADVENTURE is equipped with a DFI low
emission impact engine.
CONTROL SPEED AND BALANCE IN YOUR HAND
Acceleration, speed, balance, - itâ€™s all in your hand.
The JETSURF control handle serves for starting the
board, throttle acceleration and makes a good stability
point at any stage of your riding level.
SAFETY FIRST
The ergonomic straps and footpads made of specialized
memory foam connect the riders to the boards, allowing
for jumps, airs, grabs and even flips. The straps are
placed for ideal weight distribution on the board making
it nearly impossible to slip off the board.
ENVIROMENTALLY FRIENDLY
JETSURF always remembers about environment. Low
CO emission engine and recommended 1:50 oil/fuel
mixture ratio secure only 63,4 grams of CO emission
impact.
Accesoires:
The TUBE
Brand new accessory equipment by JETSURF
MOTORIZED SURFBOARD. Looking for easier
jetsurfing beginnings? Would you like to let your
children share the board or just welcome more
buoyancy? Then, the Tube will definitely be your
favourite. A rubber fitted to your board will create one
of the most stable surfing crafts. This inflatable
accessory will not take up

Volledige Omschrijving
too much space for transport, and could easily be
strapped to all JETSURF models.
ADVENTURE RACK
JETSURF Adventure is a right choice for any
experience. Why not to film it or make a photo memory
from your ride? Carrying your belongings has never
been easier on a JETSURF board. Rack on the
Adventure model will now help you to put a duffel or
aditional fuel can on board.
DUFFEL
Designed for long distance cruises, the rack allows
riders to fix a duffel on the rack to carry extra
equipment to make your journey even more enjoyable
experience. Whether like to take a toolbag, selfie stick,
cameras to record your riding skills, all will fit to your
JETSURF ADVENTURE model additional duffel. Volume
is 15 litres.
FUEL CAN
Fuel can is a brand new accessory attachable with a clip
to the front part of the JETSURF ADVENTURE board.
Additional fuel can will make the board independent for
up to 3 hours of cruising time.
SILENCER
Silencer is a brand new feature coming to the JETSURF
model line-up. The silencer significantly reduces the
noise to 59 dB and makes the JETSURF boards
Directive 2013/53/EU of the European Parliament and
of the Council compliant.
Engine Specs:
world to a whole new perspective.
ENGINE
TYPE 2 stroke engine MSR 50.2 HXT
CATALYTIC CONVERTER No
DISPLACEMENT 90 CC
FUELUnleaded 95 +

2 STROKE 100 CC ENGINE DFi
Since 2010, MSR ENGINES company has been
developing the most advanced motorized surfboard in
the world. Tested in the toughest conditions such as big
waves, various water surfaces and high performance
racing series in MotoSurf WorldCup, JETSURF
Motorized Surfboard Â® is coming with the latest
direct fuel injection motor that brings motosurfing

